Baby Lock Wish List for
BLCS - Coverstitch
Standard Foot

Clear Foot
B5002K03A-E

Hem Presser Foot
B5002S12A-E

Fabric Guide
B0420S01A-E

Elasticating Foot
B5002S09A-E

Gathering Foot
B5002S07A-E

Lace Foot
B5002S08A-E

This is the foot that comes with the machine, it
is a solid foot with easy to see needle markings
for all three needle positions.
Constructed of durable plastic enables the work
to be viewed all the way through to the
needles.
The hem presser foot, has two sprung arms on
the outside of the foot, which walk beautifully
over fabrics. There is also a guide marker in
the centre of the foot which makes it the
perfect foot for stitching reverse coverstitch as
you can line the marker in the centre of the
overlocked seam, encasing the seam with ease.
This guide assists when using the coverstitch to
hem garments ensuring an accurate and
consistent hem width. The markings on the
Fabric Guide are lined up with the needles the
for the required depth of the hem, the raised
side ensures straight feeding of the garment. It
is fully adjustable to create your desired width
of hem.
The elastic foot holds the elastic in place to be
stitched, and creates the desired amount of
tension by adjusting the dial on the top of the
foot. The guide on the front of the foot can be
adjusted for different elastic widths. A triple,
wide or narrow coverstitch can be used to
attach the elastic.
The gathering foot is used to gather the centre
of a ruffle to fabric or even a ribbon. Used
with a triple, wide or narrow coverstitch and an
increased differential feed.
When used on the coverstitch machine this foot
is a fantastic guide foot for attaching laces,
braids and tapes using coverstitch or chain
stitch. Once the guide on the front of the foot is
set, the braids, tapes etc. feed in the correct
position to be stitched down in place.
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Pintucking Foot
B5002-06B-C-E

Piping Foot 3mm
B5002-11A-C-E

Piping Foot 5mm
B5002-05A-C-E

Belt Loop Folder
B0421S12AE 19mm
B0421S11A-E 38mm
Bias Binder
Double Fold
B0421S03A-E 28mm
B0421S02A-E 36mm

Bias Binder
Single Fold
B0421S04A-E 28mm
B0421S05A-E 40mm

Plain Hemmer
B0421S07A-E 6mm
B0421S06A-E 12mm

Single Downturn
Feller
B0421S10A-E 6mm
B0421S08A-E 16mm
B0421S09AE 25mm

Knit Binder
D13-04-08E 8mm
D13-04-10E 10mm
D13-04-15E
15mm

The Pintuck foot comes with two attachments,
one for flat pintucks and one for corded
pintucks. Flat pintucks look great in rows, as
used in blouses, christening gowns and
heirloom sewing. Corded pintucks give an
excellent decorative effect, as they can be
stitched in swirling or curved patterns for
stunning results.
This narrow piping foot is used to topstitch fine
piping into projects or to make your own piping,
which is particularly useful for achieving a
perfect fabric match. This can be created on the
machine using a chain stitch with needle
number 3. After inserting, the piping the cord
can be removed from the piping to reveal a
3mm insertion of folded fabric.
This foot is used to topstitch thicker piping into
projects or to make your own piping, which is
particularly useful for achieving a perfect fabric
match. This can be created on the machine
using a chain stitch with needle number 2. After
inserting, the piping the cord can be removed
from the piping to reveal a 5mm insertion of
folded fabric.
This folder folds the raw edges of a bias strip
under to meet in the centre, a triple or wide
coverstitch is used to stitch the belt loop. Also
great to create straps for bags, tops etc.
Folds bias strip of woven fabric on the top and
the bottom, wraps around the raw edge of the
fabric and uses the coverstitch or chain stitch to
attach the binding to the fabric.
Folds the top of the bias strip only while
keeping the bottom flat, uses a wide or triple
coverstitch only. For use with woven fabrics.
This accessory creates a folded edge on the top
of your work, the needle stitching is on the
folded edge and the chain stitch or reverse
cover stitch is underneath.
Folds the fabric underneath to form the perfect
hem for coverstitch. A side seam needs to be
open when using these fellers, this can be
overlocked closed after the hem is finished.
These double fold binders, attach to the two
front holes of the table to self bind all types of
knits professionally.
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